
 

Course Syllabus: Curiosity & Academic Inquiry 

Department of Language Studies & the Arts • College of Arts & Sciences • Saint Leo University 

Overview	
Instructor: To be speci!ed by the Instructor of Record 

Preferred Contact Method: To be speci!ed by the Instructor of Record 

O!ce Hours & Location: To be speci!ed by the Instructor of Record 

Course: WRI 122—Curiosity & Academic Inquiry (3 credit hours) 

Prerequisite: WRI 121 

Term: To be speci!ed by the Instructor of Record 

Prerequisite: Passing grade in WRI 120 or satisfactory score on the English Placement Test 

Required Textbook:  

Saint Leo University. (2020). WRI @ LEO. Pressbooks. ISBN TBD 

Core Values: Toward the goal of Personal Development, “Saint Leo University stresses the 
development of every person’s mind.” "is course helps develop your thinking about research in 
academic settings by giving you opportunities to explore researchable topics in an area of your 
interest. Our attention to critical thinking and genuine inquiry as academic habits of mind helps 
“strengthen the character of our community” by developing an appreciation for the nature and 
purpose of research within our academic community. And !nally, to help you achieve Excellence in 
your academic pursuits, this course helps you “learn the skills and assimilate the 
knowledge essential to become morally responsible leaders” by working with research as a mindset 
common among academics—skills that help you assimilate the knowledge of your chosen !eld. 

Attendance Policy: To be speci!ed by the Instructor of Record 

Late/Make-Up Work Policy: To be speci!ed by the Instructor of Record 

Grading Policy:  

Suggested Option 1 — Cumulative writing portfolio: 60% 
Participation/Discussions: 40% 

Suggested Option 2 — Module 1 assignment: 5% 
Module 2 assignment: 10% 



Module 3 assignment: 10% 
Module 4 assignment: 10% 
Module 5 assignment: 10% 
Module 6 assignment: 10% 
Module 7 assignment: 10% 
Module 8 assignments: 25% 
Participation/Discussions: 10% 

Additional Information: Please refer to the Syllabus Addendum, available through Courses, for details 
on the Saint Leo University grading scale, ADA compliance, available library services, and policies 
regarding academic honesty, classroom disruption, and academic excellence. 

Course Description	
Research is at the core of academia, but it’s also at the heart of everyday problem-solving. If you don’t 
know how to do something, you identify a question (What’s the best way to do this?), assess the quality 
of various resources (search YouTube, Yelp, reviews, etc., or ask friends for advice), then draw 
conclusions from your !ndings (make a purchase, plan of action, etc.) to address your initial problem. 
"e same overall process is used in academic research, although the steps look a little di#erent. "is 
course provides an introduction to the ways that curiosity and genuine inquiry drive academic research, 
and it shows how inquiry-driven research leads to various forms of writing, from research papers to 
articles in the popular press. "is course is o#ered every semester.	

Course Outcomes	
By fully participating in this course and successfully completing each of its assignments, you will be able 
to do many new things related to research. We’ll talk a lot about how curiosity and inquiry go hand in 
hand—how the natural curiosity you carry through life forms the basis of academic inquiry. In an 
academic environment, “inquiry” is a self-directed desire to better understand the complexity of a 
situation. Some aspects of inquiry will be familiar to you already, but a$er this class, you’ll better 
understand how it is the essential !rst step toward creating new knowledge and sharing it through 
writing with other interested people or groups. Other aspects of inquiry will be new to you. You’ll 
discover how those components !t (or don’t) with your understanding of research, and you’ll learn 
when to use (or avoid) the various strategies we discuss. 

Speci!cally, through successful engagement in and completion of each of the activities in this course, 
you will: 

1. Articulate specific, arguable research questions (WPA CT1), using appropriate materials 
considering the information cycle and evaluating how that cycle influences the credibility of 
sources. 

2. Analyze how scholars and public figures express confidence when they attempt to answer a 
question with a speculative best guess (WPA P3). This will require you to assess different 
points of view, assumptions, and/or arguments (UE CT2). 

3. Create an annotated bibliography following the guidelines of a specific citation system 
(like MLA, APA, etc.) and using the research-support resources offered by the university 
(WPA KC6), such as the library’s reference staff (available for all students), the CAVE (on 



campus), and/or the Florida Electronic Library’s Ask a Librarian service (online). Use both 
print and electronic resources for knowledge discovery, retrieval, and creation. 

4. Synthesize a variety of sources (WPA CT4) to examine and interpret the broader scholarly 
view of a topic. This will help you better interpret texts for intended and unintended meaning 
(UE CT1). 

5. Explain the purpose behind various citation practices and how each one reflects the 
priorities of a specific audience (WPA KC6, RK2, CT2). Use that understanding to 
document and integrate sources in a variety of writing situations. This will show your ability to 
use appropriate formatting when communicating (UE CC3). 

6. Reach conclusions that balance your thinking with ideas from others who have studied 
similar topics (WPA CT4). Through researching, you will support decisions using rigorous 
arguments based on criteria and evidence (UE CT3). 

7. Document the collaborative, unscripted, recursive process of your own learning (WPA P2, 
P4), which is different from a process of finding predetermined correct answers to 
straightforward questions. 

Methods of Assessment	
Descriptions of each assignment can be found in its respective Module within the Course 
Outline, below. 
Note to students: Writing assignment options for this course intentionally do not specify length 
requirements, document formatting conventions, citation styles, etc. for two speci!c reasons. First, 
identifying those requirements demands analysis of the rhetorical situation you’re writing for—one of 
the key skills you’re learning in this class. You need to practice that skill, rather than relying on your 
teacher to de!ne the parameters for you. Second, your requirements may di#er from your peers’. Your 
audience will determine the expectations and speci!cs of your writing; for instance, psychology majors 
should practice using APA style, while English majors should practice MLA style. Because this course 
teaches that writing is never “one size !ts all,” there is no way to specify the size of each assignment until 
you start working on it.	

Outcome Mapping (per Curriculum Committee checklist requirements)	
Outcome Practiced Demonstrated* Core Value 

1 Module 1 Module 2 Personal Development 

2 Module 2 Module 3 Community 

3 Module 2 Module 4 Integrity 

4 Modules 2 & 4 Module 5 Community 

5 Module 4 Module 6 Integrity & Community 



6 Module 6 Module 7 Integrity & Community 

7 Modules 1–7 Module 8 Personal Development 

*Note that this table identi!es where each Outcome is demonstrated through procedural knowledge. All 
outcomes are explicitly addressed through declarative knowledge via the Course Audit in Module 8, 
which supports the Core Value of Personal Development.	

UE SLO Rubric (per UE Committee checklist requirements)	
UE 
SLO 

Assignment 
Assessed* 

De"cient Evidence Satisfactory 
Evidence 

Exemplary Evidence 

CT1 Framing 
Synthesis 
(Module 5) 

Views texts as a 
source of information 
only, not the 
speculations of an 
author 

Identi!es the author’s 
intention and 
alternative 
consequences 

Positions source text 
within a network of 
possible audiences and 
outcomes 

CT2 Field Survey 
(Module 3) 

Reports on texts as 
facts, rather than on 
authors making 
assertions 

Acknowledges a 
variety of perspectives 
within a single !eld of 
study 

Classi!es thought leaders 
within a discourse 
community’s debates 

CT3 Public 
Audiences 
(Module 7) 

Document rationale 
does not align with 
intended outcome 
and audience 

Design of document 
can be defended using 
examples of the genre 

Created document meets 
expectation of the genre 
such that it feels natural 

CC3 Public 
Document 
Proposal 
(Module 6) 

Document looks like 
school assignment 
pretending to be “real 
world” document 

Work !ts in with 
exemplars of the 
genre 

Document is 
indistinguishable from 
“real world” example, 
including its content 

*Note that the assignment variety has been provided to demonstrate how multiple assignments can be 
used to assess student learning. However, declarative knowledge of all four UE SLOs can be assessed on 
a single assignment, the Module 8 Cover Letter.	

Course Outline 

Module 1 — Academic Habits of Mind 

Readings 
• Required: 

o Silva, C. (2020). Habits of mind. In Christopher R. Friend (Ed.), WRI @ LEO. 
Pressbooks. 



o Ashley, J. (2020). Reading and writing as a researcher. In Christopher R. Friend (Ed.), 
WRI @ LEO. Pressbooks. 

• Optional: 
o Irvin, L. (2010). What is “academic” writing? In Writing Spaces: Readings on Writing, 

Vol. 1. Ed. Charles Lowe and Pavel Zemliansky. Parlor Press. 
o University of Maryland. (2012). Habits of the academic mind (video) 
o Lessner, S. and Craig, C. (2010). “Finding your way in”: Invention as inquiry based 

learning in !rst year writing. In Writing Spaces: Readings on Writing, Vol. 1. Ed. 
Charles Lowe and Pavel Zemliansky. Parlor Press. 

o DasBender, Gita. (2011). Critical thinking in college writing: From the personal to the 
academic. In Writing Spaces: Readings on Writing, Vol. 2. Ed. Charles Lowe and Pavel 
Zemliansky. Parlor Press. 

Writing Assignment Options 

Getting Political 
With a one-sided text: 

1. Identify reasons readers would agree/disagree with both sides of a presented argument 
2. Articulate support for multiple sides 
3. Articulate common ground to connect the arguments 

Literacy Narrative 
Write a narrative about your experiences learning to read and write or integrating those abilities into 
your life. From that narrative, draw conclusions about your process of “growing into literacy,” compare 
your experiences with others’, and draw conclusions/insights from your narrative, essentially 
interpreting qualitative data. 

Essaying “This I Believe” 
Create an essay appropriate for inclusion in the “"is I Believe” program. Succinctly state a belief you 
hold. Anchor that belief to stories. Write in your own voice, and avoid lecturing the listener. 
Demonstrate your belief through observed or lived experiences, rather than narrating based on opinion. 
Show through your examples how you have (or how you now see that you haven’t) applied an academic 
mindset to some situation in your life. 

Module 2 — Generating a Research Question 

Readings 
• Required: Bain, B. (2020). Brainstorming. In Christopher R. Friend (Ed.), WRI @ LEO. 

Pressbooks. 
• Optional: 

o Student-selected sources based broadly on interests 
o CSU—San Bernardino. (2012). Choosing a manageable research topic. (video) 
o University of Michigan—Flint. How to select a research topic. 
o Cunningham, N. Choosing and narrowing a topic to write about (for research papers). 

Sophia. 



Writing Assignment Options 

Narrowing Memo (formative) 
Identify the following distinct concepts related to your research interests, in more or less order of 
increasing speci!city, establishing your goals for the semester: Topic % Issue % Question % Claim % 
Audience % Publication Type 

Brainstorming Audit (summative option 1) 
Identify a problem to be researched that a) you are concerned about; b) comes from your own 
experiences or observations; and c) relates to reading, writing, language, or literacy. Determine how and 
why you are interested in this problem, likely based on how it relates to your past experiences. Specify 
what you would like to learn about this problem, question, or experience. Bear in mind that your 
understanding should complicate, not simplify, the issue at hand. Explain why you would like to learn 
more about this issue. Document the authors from our in-class readings who relate to your problem or 
question. 

Literary Brainstorming (summative option 2) 
Select a poem or short story and identify a social/cultural problem or issue highlighted in the text. 
Determine how and why you are interested in this problem, likely based on how it relates to your lived 
experience. Specify what you would like to learn about this problem/question. Bear in mind that your 
understanding should complicate, not simplify, the issue at hand. Explain why you would like to learn 
more about this issue. Identify the authors from our in-class readings whose work relates to your 
problem or question. 

Module 3 — Finding the Conversation 

Readings 
• Required: Saint Leo University. (2020). Evaluating sources. In Christopher R. Friend (Ed.), 

WRI @ LEO. Pressbooks. [Open Access] 
• Optional: 

o Krause, Steven D. (2007). "e critique exercise. In !e Process of Research Writing. 
Retrieved from http://www.stevendkrause.com/tprw/ 

o Rosenberg, K. (2011). Reading games: strategies for reading scholarly sources. In 
Writing Spaces: Readings on Writing, Vol. 2. Ed. Charles Lowe and Pavel Zemliansky. 
Parlor Press. 

Writing Assignment 

Field Survey 
Begin exploring sources for your annotated bibliography by !nding the existing conversation 
surrounding your selected topic. Find public and scholarly sources, and look for di#erences in the 
authors’ approaches to stating their claims and expressing con!dence. Create a brief memo that shares 
with your classmates what you discover. 



Module 4 — The Annotated Bibliography 

Reading Options 
• Required: 

o Brewer, M. and Kitterman, J. (2020). Secondary research. In Christopher R. Friend 
(Ed.), WRI @ LEO. Pressbooks. 

o A variety of student-selected secondary sources 
• Optional: 

o Walker, J. (2011). Everything changes, or why MLA isn’t (always) right. In Writing 
Spaces: Readings on Writing, Vol. 2. Ed. Charles Lowe and Pavel Zemliansky. Parlor 
Press. 

o Haller, C. (2011). Walk, talk, cook, eat: a guide to using sources. In Writing Spaces: 
Readings on Writing, Vol. 2. Ed. Charles Lowe and Pavel Zemliansky. Parlor Press. 

o Krause, Steven D. (2007). "e annotated bibliography exercise. In !e Process of 
Research Writing. Retrieved from http://www.stevendkrause.com/tprw/ 

o Robins-Early, N. (23 Nov 2016). How to Recognize a Fake News Story. Hu#post 
Media. 

Writing Assignment Options 

Annotated Bibliography 
Create a correctly formatted list of at least twenty relevant, helpful sources, both popular and scholarly. 
"is is far easier said than done; be sure to allow plenty of time to complete it. "en, create an 
annotation below each entry that justi!es the entry's existence on your list by addressing the topic of 
each source, the author’s quali!cations, research methods used, and evidence used to support the 
author’s claims. 

Module 5 — Synthesizing Research 

Readings 
• Required: Saint Leo University. (2020). Synthesizing research. In Christopher R. Friend (Ed.), 

WRI @ LEO. Pressbooks. [Open Access] 
• Optional:  

o Stedman, K. (2011). Annoying ways people use sources. In Writing Spaces: Readings on 
Writing, Vol. 2. Ed. Charles Lowe and Pavel Zemliansky. Parlor Press. 

o Bazerman, Charles (2010). Comparing and Synthesizing Sources. In !e Informed 
Writer: Using Sources in the Disciplines. "e WAC Clearinghouse: Fort Collins. 

Writing Assignment 

Framing Synthesis (Included in Annotated Bib assignment sheet from Module 4) 
"e Framing Synthesis combines the individual sources from your bibliography into a cohesive whole 
and demonstrates how together they shape or direct the question you are investigating. Present your 
understanding of the current state of the “conversation” you found while creating your annotated 
bibliography. Synthesize the various sources, rather than summarizing (which you did in your 
annotations). If certain sources stand out in your mind as being more important than others, be sure 



that comes across in your synthesis. Ultimately, this synthesis will show what you have learned through 
your research. 

Module 6 — Audience Awareness, Revisited 

Readings 
• Required:  

o Saint Leo University. (2020). Creating a rhetorical situation. In Christopher R. Friend 
(Ed.), WRI @ LEO. Pressbooks. 

o A variety of student-selected genre samples 
• Optional: Krause, Steven D. (2007). Alternative ways to present your research. In !e Process of 

Research Writing. Retrieved from http://www.stevendkrause.com/tprw/ 

Writing Assignment: Public Document Proposal, aka Literature as Lens 
(includes all three components below) 

Stakeholder Analysis 
Identify the groups involved in the debate surrounding your research question. Explain how your 
answer to the question in&uences the experiences of those groups. "en, conduct a more focused 
analysis of one or two of those groups of stakeholders that you believe would best bene!t from your 
research !ndings. 

Genre Analysis 
Consider the environment of the stakeholders you identi!ed above. Analyze how writing works in that 
environment to help exchange or receive information. To avoid guessing, you likely need to conduct 
brief, informal interviews and collect samples of unfamiliar texts from members of your stakeholder 
group. "is is an opportunity to “get your hands dirty” for your research. "en, write a brief analysis of 
their methods of written communication. 

Citation Analysis 
Looking speci!cally at how those who use the genre you identi!ed cite their sources, write a brief 
analysis of the relevant citation methods in practice. Keep in mind that, unless you are analyzing an 
academic genre, the citation methods used will likely not be as explicit as something like a works-cited 
list or parenthetical references. Explain why the citation methods used are appropriate for the operation 
of the genre you have chosen. 

Module 7 — Public Audiences 

Targeted Course Outcomes 
• Apply knowledge of rhetorical situations to the creation of texts relevant to knowledge creation 

and dissemination. 
• Use conventions of format, structure, voice, tone, and level of formality appropriate to 

the rhetorical situation and expectations of the relevant audience. 
• Use writing and reading to integrate a series of tasks including !nding, evaluating, 

analyzing, and synthesizing appropriate primary and secondary sources. 



Reading Options 
• Grant, T. and Kwiatkowski, S. (2020). Writing for public audiences. In Christopher R. Friend 

(Ed.), WRI @ LEO. Pressbooks. [Open Access] 
• Student-determined resources, as needed, for generic examples to emulate 

Writing Assignment Options 

Thesis Builder (Formative; optional) 
Set up a dra$ thesis using guiding questions such as: 

• How relevant and current is your issue? What information would you need to establish both? 
• What have others said previously about your issue? List the key points they make. 
• What gaps or misunderstandings have you identi!ed in others’ work? What further reading 

should you do to complete your understanding of others’ thinking? 
• What is your take on this issue? Phrase your answer by pointing out common 

misinterpretations of previous thinking, identifying a gap in previous research, or by stating a 
modi!cation of an existing conclusion on the issue. 

Public Audiences Document (Recommended) 
Create a text (broadly de!ned—almost anything counts) that operates within the norms of the genre 
you selected in your assignment from Module 6. What you create should be able to reach your audience 
and convince them to do what you want them to do. Your genre analysis serves as a guideline for what 
to create here and for how your peer-review partners will assess its e#ectiveness and suitability. "is 
assignment should feel more “real” and less academic than anything you've done previously, yet it 
should re&ect your work, conclusions, and expertise just as much as your other assignments have. 

Module 8 — Process Analysis 

Targeted Course Outcome 
Document the collaborative, unscripted, recursive process of your own learning, which is di#erent from 
a process of !nding predetermined correct answers to straightforward questions. 

Reading 
Saint Leo University. (2020). Building a portfolio. In Christopher R. Friend (Ed.), WRI @ LEO. 
Pressbooks. [Open Access] 

Writing Assignments (You’ll do both) 

Final Portfolio 
Revise your major papers based on the feedback provided by your instructor. Create !nal dra$s of each 
document you have created this semester. Compile them together into a single document — either a 
physical collection of papers bound together or a digital collection of !les linked together from a 
starting point (which may be your Cover Letter—see below). "e contents of your portfolio exist to 
document your learning, growth, and e#ort throughout the semester. Consider the needs of your 
instructor or your Cover Letter when deciding an arrangement of the documents you include. "is 
portfolio represents your complete work for the term. Take pride in it. 



Portfolio Cover Letter 
Step back from your assignments and look at the “big picture” of the course. Review the Course 
Syllabus to recall how your assignments were designed to !t together. "en, write a letter to your 
instructor asserting how well you achieved the course outcomes. "e letter format a#ords more casual 
language than a traditional essay, but it constrains you to a smaller number of pages. Consider what you 
think is worth emphasizing about your experiences this term. 

Your letter should convincingly argue, with documented evidence, that you have met the expectations 
of this course. Use all rhetorical strategies at your disposal, and take advantage of the a#ordances 
provided by all the textual artifacts you have created this semester. 



 

Assignment Sheet: Academic Habits of Mind 

Module 1 • Curiosity & Academic Inquiry • WRI 122 • Saint Leo University 

Background and Purpose 
!is unit of the semester has been designed to get you to view learning as a messy, recursive process of 
inquiry and discovery, as opposed to one of knowing predetermined correct answers to straightforward 
questions. As such, this writing assignment resists straightforward questions in an e"ort to have you dwell 
in a messy, recursive process led by your own inquiry, generating your own discoveries. 

A#er reading relevant texts and considering which of these options would prove the most helpful or in-
sightful, choose one option to write about. Do some thinking about your own experiences and current 
thinking, then compose a document responding to the option you chose in an e"ort to in$uence (en-
lighten, reassure, impress, etc.) your peers. 

Objectives 
• Experience writing as a messy, recursive process of discovery 
• View writing as an expression of a rhetor’s values 
• Examine a rhetor’s position 
• Separate the content of a text from the rhetor’s purpose for it 

Recommended Readings 
For this assignment, you will need to read the “Habits of Mind” and “Reading and Writing as a Re-
searcher” chapters in the textbook. You may also want to watch “Habits of the Academic Mind” (2012) 
from the University of Maryland, available on YouTube. 

Procedure 
You have three options for this assignment. Choose the one you think will provide the greatest oppor-
tunity for growth and learning. Each response will likely be 1–2 pages. You’re encouraged to select the 
%rst option because it helps you practice $exible, $uid thinking, which comes in handy later in the semes-
ter. However, choose the option that will most bene%t you. 



Getting Political 
Find a text that takes one side on an issue that, to the author at least, is seen as “binary”—having only two 
sides. Consider these suggestions:1 

1. Find an advertisement for a political campaign, either text- or video-based, and write down any-
thing about what you observe in the ad that puzzles you or that challenges your beliefs and values. 
Next, write down questions you might have (Why is the candidate wearing those colors and that 
out%t? What emotion does this evoke in the audience? What websites or television channels aired 
this ad, and why were those selected?). Finally, write down other ways you think the ad could per-
suade you to vote for this particular candidate (Perhaps using a di"erent perspective or starting 
from di"erent values.).  

2. Locate and analyze data about the students at Saint Leo. For example, you might research the 
available majors and determine which departments have the highest and lowest enrollments. 
(Some schools have fact books that can be accessed online; and typically, the registrar maintains a 
database with this information.) Is there anything that puzzles you? List any questions you have 
(What determines which facts are presented? Do any stats fail to align with your experience at 
SLU? ). What alternative explanations can you provide to account for di"erences in the popularity 
of the subjects students major in? 

With the text you chose (the ad or statistics), follow these steps to analyze its author’s thinking: 

1. Identify reasons people may hold di"erent views/perspectives of the presented issue 

2. Articulate reasonable support for multiple sides (more than two is best) 

3. Articulate common ground that connects multiple sides; explain how people holding di"erent 
perspectives could reach partial agreement or mutual understanding 

4. Write a narrative of your thinking about the selected topic as you explored perspectives on it, 
identifying how your stance and understanding changed as you progressed 

Literacy Narrative 
Write a narrative about your experiences learning to read and write or integrating those abilities into your 
lives. From that narrative, what conclusions do you reach about your process of “growing into literacy”? 
Compare your experiences with others’ and draw conclusions/insights from the narrative, giving you a 
brief introduction to interpreting qualitative data. 

Many examples of these narratives exist on the web, so look for examples of the genre before creating your 
own. Of particular interest, !e Ohio State University hosts a Digital Archive of Literacy Narratives, a 
database of stories created by people from all walks of life, all across the country. 

 

1 Suggestion #1 derived, and suggestion #2 taken, from Greene, S. and Lidinsky, A. (2008). From in-
quiry to academic writing: a practical guide (p. 6). Boston: Bedford/St. Martin’s.  



If you would like more speci%c guidance, numerous websites and videos detail the process of creating a 
literacy narrative. A quick search of the web should provide all you need. 

Essaying “This I Believe” 
Create an essay appropriate for inclusion in the !is I Believe program. Succinctly state a belief you hold. 
Anchor that belief to stories. Write in your own voice and avoid lecturing the listener. Demonstrate your 
belief through observed or lived experiences, rather than narrating based on opinion. Show through your 
examples how you have (or how you now see that you haven’t) applied an academic mindset to some 
situation in your life. 

Because the “!is I Believe” concept started in 1951, the project has amassed quite the collection of ex-
amples, so you can examine the genre before contributing to it. Try visiting the project website to start 
with—it contains a section dedicated to student projects. A general web search should return plenty of 
instructional guides, as well. 

Evaluation 
Your task for this assignment is $exible, based on the option you choose to write. However, each option 
expects you to do a speci%c kind of thinking, consistent across all options. Your work will be assessed 
using the evaluation criteria presented below. 

Score Learning Process Audience 

Exceptional Integrates a sense of recursive 
thinking into the narrative 

Motivates the curiosity 
of the reader 

Presents claims and arguments appropri-
ate to the intended audience 

Good Shows convincing evidence of 
a messy, recursive process of 
growth 

Clearly illustrates a 
sense of purposeful in-
quiry and discovery in 
explanation 

Uses language and style appropriate for 
audience of peers; assumes correct level 
of prior knowledge 

Successful Shows evidence of a writing 
process that is messy and/or 
recursive 

Acknowledges inquiry 
and/or discovery in nar-
rative 

Mostly successful attempt at audience 
awareness, with appropriate language, 
sense of background knowledge, or pre-
sumed context 

Attempted Talks unconvincingly about 
messiness or recursion in au-
thor’s learning 

Inquiry present in nar-
rative but not as driving 
force 

E!orts to target intended audience are 
evident but insu"cient 

Incomplete Author’s learning process as-
sumed to be inevitable or rote 

Omits sense of discov-
ery or inquiry 

Fails to follow generic or discursive ex-
pectations 

 



Author (this is your paper): Reviewer (return to author when finished): 

Peer-Review Guide: Academic Habits of Mind 
 Module 1 • Curiosity & Academic Inquiry • WRI 122 • Saint Leo University 

Guideline Commentary 
Does this document achieve its 
intended purpose—to document the 
author’s developing habits of mind? 

 

How well does the author express a 
sense of inquiry?  

Consider the document’s length. Does 
it “feel” short, long, or just right? 
(Assignment suggests 1!–2pp.) 

 

How genuine and serious does the 
text sound? Do you take the author 
seriously by default? 

 

 

Guideline Commentary 

Shows convincing evidence of a 
messy, recursive process of growth 

 

Clearly illustrates a sense of inquiry 
and discovery in explanation 

 

Uses language and style appropriate 
for audience of peers; assumes 
correct level of prior knowledge 

 

 

Guideline Commentary 

What impressed you most about this document?  

What needs the author’s attention most urgently?  

Based on this document in	its	current	form, do you 
believe the author is implementing the academic 
habits of mind necessary for genuine research? 

 

Based on this document in	its	current	form, do you 
believe the author is on-track for a successful, 
meaningful, achievable research project? 
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Assignment Sheet: Narrowing Memo 

Module 2 • Curiosity & Academic Inquiry • WRI 122 • Saint Leo University 

Background and Purpose 
In Module 1, you learned how academics view the world around them—the habits of mind that keep 
academics curious about the world around them. In this assignment, you’ll start practicing those habits 
yourself. By applying academic habits of mind to an issue that matters to you, you’ll end up with research 
questions you can pursue over the course of this semester. !is assignment asks you to “think out loud” 
by writing out your ideas before they’re completely solidi"ed. !rough this process, you will create a brief 
memo to your colleagues that outlines the process you go through narrowing your focus from a 
broad topic to speci!c potential research questions. 

Recommended Readings 
For this assignment, you will need to read the “Brainstorming” chapter in the textbook. You may also 
want to review other resources for choosing research topics, listed in the syllabus or found online. 

Procedure 
Keep in mind that this assignment is designed to get you thinking, not to get you to commit to a project. 

1. Identify a topic of interest to you. !is could be hockey, rockets, comics, dogs, crochet, scuba 
diving, traumatic brain injuries, or anything else. Note that these are simple to state and broad in 
scope. 

2. Identify a timely issue within that topic of interest. !is will be more speci"c (and therefore 
lengthier) than the result of step 1. It also requires a bit of knowledge about what’s currently 
discussed in the discourse of your chosen topic. For instance, an issue could be the increased use of 
penalties during gameplay (hockey), the privatization of resupply missions for government-run 
space stations (rockets), the use of references or tracing to create artwork (comics), the introduction 
of the Azawakh to the AKC (dogs), stitch pattern copyrights (crochet) the use of dive tables when 
training in an age of dive computers (scuba), the best public-awareness strategies for decreasing risk 
(TBI), etc. 

3. !en, come up with a question that explores how language and literacy (the subject of a writing 
class) in#uences the issue you’ve selected. By creating a question at the intersection of literacy and 
your topic of interest, you’ll have something to research where you and your instructor each have 



expertise to bring to the table, and your work this semester can be collaborative. Note how the 
example questions below follow from the sample issues above. For additional examples beyond the 
ones below, refer to the Research Question Suggestions handout in Courses. 

• Hockey: How do changes to the NHL’s written rules a$ect gameplay and fan engagement? 
• Rockets: How does legislation balance the needs of state and commercial interests in space? 
• Comics: How does the fanbase assert in#uence over the creation and production of artwork? 
• Dogs: How are social pressures re#ected in the AKC’s breed recognition decisions? 
• Crochet: How does the crochet hobby community balance social trends and copyright laws? 
• Scuba: How are the values of di$erent dive organizations expressed through their training? 
• TBI: How can awareness campaigns best adapt to various at-risk groups? 

4. Imagine you have an answer to your question. !ink about the stakeholder groups that would 
most bene"t from hearing about what you will learn through the course of this semester. List some 
possible stakeholders, knowing that this is early brainstorming you’re doing with limited 
knowledge. (!e goal here is to start thinking about it, not to make any decisions.) 

5. !en, choose the stakeholder group you think is most important. What genres do they use to get 
informed or make decisions? Again, you’re guessing for now. Later this semester, you’ll spend time 
learning what these groups really use.  

6. Commit all that brainstorming to writing. Make a brief memo to your classmates in which you 
share your thought process through all the steps above, showing the decisions you’ve reached—or 
sharing your uncertainties. 

Evaluation 
Your task for this assignment is to create a brief memo to your colleagues that outlines the process you go 
through narrowing your focus from a broad topic to speci"c potential research questions. Your work will 
be assessed using the evaluation criteria presented below. 

Score Characteristics 

Exceptional Shows a logical thought process leading the decision-making and exploration  

Successful Lists reasonable options for all levels of consideration. 

Incomplete Insu%cient thinking connecting pieces; question doesn’t follow from issue, etc. 

A Note on Formatting 
!is document should take the form of a memo from you to your classmates. If you are unfamiliar with 
memos, you should explore online resources and use a template in your word processor to assist. 



 

Assignment Sheet: Brainstorming Audit 

Module 2 • Curiosity and Academic Inquiry • WRI 122 • Saint Leo University 

Background 
!e readings you have done, activities you’ve completed, and class discussions you have participated in 
have all been designed to get you thinking about possible questions or problems you might want to 
research. For this assignment, you will choose one issue to research and document your decision. Please 
note: this assignment is not binding, and you may re!ne or revise your decision as time goes on. 
However, it is designed to focus your thinking on the feasibility of—and your interest level in—a 
potential direction for your research. 

Purpose 
To ensure you have thoroughly considered the subject you would like to research, you will create a two-
page document that shows you can do the following: 

1. Identify a problem to be researched that a) you are concerned about; b) comes from your own 
experiences or observations; and c) relates to reading, writing, language, or literacy. 

2. Determine how and why you are interested in this problem, likely based on how it relates to your 
past experiences. Include an anecdote about a single noteworthy experience or identify several 
related experiences or observations that prompt your interest. 

3. Specify what you would like to learn about this problem, question, or experience. Bear in mind 
that your understanding should complicate, not simplify, the issue at hand. 

4. Explain why you would like to learn more about this issue. 

5. Document the authors from our in-class readings who relate to your problem or question. Cite 
and document that relation by using an appropriate citation style (such as MLA, APA, or Chicago). 
!is means your document will have a Works Cited page, References page, or some equivalent. 

It is important to note what this document does not do. It is not a summary or synthesis of the reading 
responses or in-class activities you have already created. !ose documents were your brainstorming 
process. !is assignment is to identify what you have concluded from that process and provide more in-
depth thinking about the problem or question you would like to research. 



 

Objectives 
• Identify a speci"c, manageable, complex researchable question to which you do not have an answer 
• Explain your interest in the question you have selected and your motivations for exploring it 
• Make connections between in-class readings and your curiosity about the topic you selected 

Recommended Readings 
For this assignment, you will need to read the “Brainstorming” chapter in the textbook. You may also 
want to review the following resources: 

• CSU—San Bernardino. (2012). Choosing a manageable research topic. (video) 

• University of Michigan—Flint. How to select a research topic. 

• Cunningham, N. Choosing and narrowing a topic to write about (for research papers). Sophia. 

Procedure 
Before you start auditing your brainstorming process, get your thoughts in order. Your class activities, 
personal interests, and history as a reader and writer should be in mind as you dra# this assignment. 

1. Identify a problem, issue, or concern you have related to writing, reading, language, or literacy. 
Choose something you would genuinely like to learn more about. A handout with suggestions is 
available in Courses, and your instructor can help connect your interests to literacy. Feel free to talk 
with them about it. 

2. Question yourself to determine why this topic interests you or why you want to know more about 
it. You might want to discuss it with a friend or classmate or even do some freewriting to get your 
thoughts moving. 

3. Come up with a "nish line. What could you learn that would satisfy your curiosity? What is your 
goal in this project? 

4. Now write. Put the ideas from the items above in a two-page document that 1) puts your ideas in 
writing, 2) helps your peers understand your thinking/goals, and 3) shows where you’re heading 
with your project. 

Evaluation 
!is assignment exists primarily to create a starting point for your research. It is not a "nal paper, so it 
need not have the feel of a "nal or polished report. Instead, the document you create should illustrate that 
you have thought carefully about material from this course so far. It’s okay to be messy and uncertain; it’s 
not okay to not think things through. Be sure that your ideas are appropriately organized and edited so 
that your thinking comes across clearly. Evaluation will be based on the rubric below. 



Score 
Depth of 
Thought Rationale 

Question or 
Problem 

Relation to 
Readings 

Exceptional Shows clear, considered 
thinking about research 
topic and goals 

Personal interest and 
thinking combine 
sensibly to re!ned topic 
selection 

Clearly identi!es topic 
as a compelling question 
or pressing problem 
worthy of study 

Shows thinking related 
to readings as natural 
result of academic 
habits of mind 

Strong Shows clear 
understanding of, and 
interest in, research 
topic 

Choice of topic shown 
to derive from genuine 
curiosity 

Topic stated articulately 
as a practical question or 
a solvable problem 

Class readings shown to 
support thinking 
process 

Successful Shows developing 
thinking about issue or 
goals 

Provides clear 
explanation of topic 
choice 

Identi!es valid topic, but 
may be too broad or 
closed to investigation 

Relevant readings 
identi!ed as part of 
process 

Attempted Presents topic/goals as 
list, not the result of 
thinking 

Explanation included 
but unclear 

Topic stated as question 
or problem, but 
structurally or 
mechanically unsound 

Author acknowledges 
class readings but 
connection to thinking 
isn’t clear 

Incomplete Choice of topic 
mentioned but not 
explained; 
understanding seems 
super!cial 

Reasons for choice of 
topic are absent or 
irrational 

Fails to state subject as 
question to be answered 
or problem to be solved 

No reference to 
readings from class 

 



 

Assignment Sheet: Literary Brainstorming  

Module 2 • Curiosity and Academic Inquiry • WRI 122 • Saint Leo University 

Background & Purpose 
!e readings you have done, activities you’ve completed, and class discussions you have participated in have 
all been designed to get you thinking about possible questions or problems you might want to research. For 
this assignment, you will choose one issue to research and document your decision. Please note: this 
assignment is not binding, and you may re!ne or revise your decision as time goes on. However, it is designed 
to focus your thinking on the feasibility of—and your interest level in—a potential direction for your research. 

Objectives 
• Identify a speci"c, manageable, complex researchable question to which you do not have an answer 
• Explain your interest in the question you have selected and your motivations for exploring it 
• Make connections between in-class readings and your curiosity about the topic you selected 

Recommended Readings 
For this assignment, you will need to read the “Brainstorming” chapter in the textbook. You may also want to 
review the following resources: 

• CSU—San Bernardino. (2012). Choosing a manageable research topic. (video) 

• University of Michigan—Flint. How to select a research topic. 

• Cunningham, N. Choosing and narrowing a topic to write about (for research papers). Sophia. 

Procedure 
To ensure you have thoroughly considered the subject you would like to research, you will create a two-page 
document that shows you can do the following: 

1. Select a poem or short story and identify a social/cultural issue highlighted in the text that somehow 
relates to literacy. 

2. Determine how and why you are interested in this problem, likely based on how it relates to your lived 
experience. Identify a question you have about the issue. (A handout with sample questions is available 
on Courses, and your instructor can help you connect your interests to literacy. Reach out if needed.) 

3. Specify what you would like to learn about this problem/question. Bear in mind that your 
understanding should complicate, not simplify, the issue at hand. !ink of a "nish line—what would 
you reasonably have to know or "gure out by the end of the semester in order to be satis"ed? 



4. Explain why you would like to learn more about this issue.  

5. Identify the authors from our in-class readings whose work relates to your thinking about your research 
question. Cite and document that relation by using an appropriate citation style (such as MLA, APA, or 
Chicago). !is means your document will have a Works Cited page, References page, or some 
equivalent. 

It is important to note what this document does not do. It is not a summary or synthesis of the reading 
responses or in-class activities you have already created. !ose documents were your brainstorming process. 
!is assignment is to identify what you have concluded from that process and provide more in-depth thinking 
about the problem or question you would like to research. 

Evaluation 
!is assignment exists primarily to create a starting point for your research. It is not a "nal paper, so it need 
not have the feel of a "nal or polished report. Instead, the document you create should illustrate that you have 
thought carefully about material from this course so far. It’s okay to be messy and uncertain; it’s not okay to 
not think things through. Be sure that your ideas are appropriately organized and edited so that your thinking 
comes across clearly. Evaluation will be based on the rubric below. 

Score 
Depth of 
Thought Rationale 

Question or 
Problem 

Relation to 
Readings 

Exceptional Shows clear, considered 
thinking about research 
topic and goals 

Personal interest and 
thinking combine 
sensibly to re!ned topic 
selection 

Clearly identi!es topic as 
a compelling question or 
pressing problem worthy 
of study 

Shows thinking related 
to readings as natural 
result of academic habits 
of mind 

Strong Shows clear 
understanding of, and 
interest in, research topic 

Choice of topic shown to 
derive from genuine 
curiosity 

Topic stated articulately 
as a practical question or a 
solvable problem 

Class readings shown to 
support thinking process 

Successful Shows developing 
thinking about issue or 
goals 

Provides clear 
explanation of topic 
choice 

Identi!es valid topic, but 
may be too broad or 
closed to investigation 

Relevant readings 
identi!ed as part of 
process 

Attempted Presents topic/goals as 
list, not the result of 
thinking 

Explanation included but 
unclear 

Topic stated as question 
or problem, but 
structurally or 
mechanically unsound 

Author acknowledges 
class readings but 
connection to thinking 
isn’t clear 

Incomplete Choice of topic 
mentioned but not 
explained; understanding 
seems super!cial 

Reasons for choice of 
topic are absent or 
irrational 

Fails to state subject as 
question to be answered 
or problem to be solved 

No reference to readings 
from class 

 



Author (this is your paper): Reviewer (return to author when finished): 

Peer-Review Guide: Brainstorming Audit 
Module 2 • Curiosity and Academic Inquiry • WRI 122 • Saint Leo University 

Guideline Commentary 
Does this document achieve its in-
tended purpose—to show readers the 
author’s generative thinking? 

 

How well does the author illustrate 
that process?  

Look at the length of the document. 
Does it “feel” short, long, or just 
right? (Assignment suggests 2pp.) 

 

How professional or serious does the 
text sound? Do you take the author 
seriously by default? 

 

 

Guideline Commentary 
This document should illustrate a thought 
process of searching and narrowing. How well 
does the author convey that process? (Pre-
senting only a conclusion/solution is bad.) 

 

The research question should make sense 
given the author’s personal curiosity—it 
shouldn’t feel like they “settled” or had the 
question/topic assigned. How well does the 
author convince you of the genuine rationale 
used to develop the question? 

 

How serious and relevant is the question? 
Does it aim to address a real problem with a 
real need? 

 

The research interest should be based on 
readings or other information. How well does 
the author provide evidence of prior 
knowledge driving the curiosity? 

 

 

Guideline Commentary 

What impressed you most about this document?  

What needs the author’s attention most urgently?  

Based on this document in its current form, do you 
believe the author is on-track for a successful, mean-
ingful, achievable research project? 

Yes, full speed ahead! / No, think more before committing 
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Assignment Sheet: Field Survey Memo 

Module 3 • Curiosity & Academic Inquiry • WRI 122 • Saint Leo University 

Background and Purpose 
In Module 2, you identi!ed a research question and a trajectory for your inquiry. "is assignment starts 
you along that path, looking for other people who are also curious about similar questions. You need to 
start looking for the most prominent voices in the conversation surrounding the issue you chose, paying 
attention to the con!dence of those voices and whether it’s warranted. By the end of this module, you 
should be able to separate valuable sources from distractions and other noise. Your end goal is to create 
a brief memo that shares with your classmates what you discover about the sources you !nd. 

Objectives 
• Distinguish scholarly sources from public sources 
• Identify authors’ claims and levels of con!dence 
• Determine the relative signi!cance of various sources 
• Use sources as tools to help !nd other sources 

Recommended Readings 
For this assignment, you will need to read the “Evaluating Sources” chapter in the textbook. 

Procedure 
Put simply, your job for this assignment is to collect sources, evaluate them, and report back what you 
!nd. Along the way, you’ll learn good research habits and some tricks to make things easier. 

1. Start with the basics. Look up information about your topic the way you normally would. "is 
probably involves opening your favorite web browser, visiting your favorite search engine, and 
eventually reading a Wikipedia article (or three) related to your topic. "is is your basic, common-
knowledge foundation. With every source you visit, note the author and the publication venue. 

2. Follow the links. Online articles usually include links to other related articles for additional details 
and background. Follow several of those links to see what other information they point you to. Use 
the Sources list at the bottom of Wikipedia pages to see where its information comes from. What 
new information can you learn from those sources? How do they complicate your understanding of 
your topic or research question? 



3. Visit Google Scholar. Experiment with searching for academic articles on your research question 
and topic. Search terms on Google Scholar work rather di#erently than on other search engines, so 
it takes some adjustment and experimentation to get useful results. If any sources found above 
mention academic authors, look for their work here. 

4. Follow trails. Use the sources found at Google Scholar to point you to other sources. If an author 
you respect refers to another author with respect, go !nd that author’s work and see whether it 
helps you investigate your question. Harvest ideas from the Works Cited lists of other authors. 
Note any names that seem to show up repeatedly in your investigation, and make sure you see what 
those authors write about. 

5. Narrow your focus. It’s usually at this point in the process that you’ll !nd too many sources 
(really!), and you’ll have to discard more than you use. Start evaluating whether each source 
speci!cally addresses the question you have or whether it addresses some related issue but does not 
directly speak to your concerns. 

6. Draw conclusions. In what ways do you better understand the complexity, subtlety, and intricacy 
of your topic? What do you now understand about the people who write about the issues you’ve 
researched? What else do you now need to research to better address your research question? 

7. Write. Create a memo to your colleagues in which you explain your discoveries to your classmates, 
who are not researching your topic and are therefore unfamiliar with the conversation you’ve been 
studying. 

Evaluation 
Your task for this assignment is to create a brief memo that shares with your classmates what you discover 
about the sources you !nd. Your work will be assessed using the evaluation criteria presented below. 

Score Process Sources Conclusions 

Exceptional Describes a research process 
that grew organically from 
the search 

Relative merit of sources 
explained; strongest voices 
highlighted 

Author demonstrates enhanced, 
nuanced understanding of topic 
following discoveries 

Successful Shows a process of 
investigation that progresses 
logically 

Sources are varied, justi!ed, 
and relevant 

Author reaches reasonable conclusions 
from !ndings 

Incomplete Author followed steps 
without sense of a self-
determined process 

No scholarly sources 
included 

Author holds same understanding a"er 
research as before process began 

A Note on Formatting 
"is document should take the form of a memo from you to your classmates. If you are unfamiliar with 
memos, you should explore online resources and use a template in your word processor to assist. 



 

Assignment Sheet: Annotated Bibliography 

Modules 4 & 5 • Curiosity & Academic Inquiry • WRI 122 • Saint Leo University 

Background 
In your Research Proposal, you included a preliminary list of potential sources. !ose sources should have 
pointed to the existence of a “conversation” surrounding the question you chose to research. Your next 
step is to review the potential sources and "nd others to add to your research. !e Annotated 
Bibliography helps bring order to the chaos by organizing your sources, your "ndings, and your thinking 
on the problem or question you are researching. 

Readings 
For this assignment, you will need to read the “Secondary Research” chapter in the textbook. You might 
also want to review other resources on annotated bibliographies, listed in the syllabus or found online. 

Annotations (Module 4 Assignment) 

Purpose 
You should have realized at some point that keeping track of the sources you are "nding—and 
particularly what those sources are saying—quickly becomes overwhelming as you add more sources to 
your list. !is is where an annotated bibliography comes in. An annotated bibliography helps you 
organize your sources and keep track of your learning and your responses to what you read. Conveniently, 
it also with others an overview of what you have learned from the conversation uncovered so far. 

Procedure 
You have created bibliographies and Works Cited pages countless times. !is assignment adds on to the 
traditional source list by including 150–200-word annotations (think summaries with a purpose) a#er 
each entry on the list. !e annotations summarize the source, evaluate how the source relates to your 
research topic, and note signi!cant contributions of the source to your ongoing thinking. Several sample 
Annotated Bibliographies are available on Courses to give you a sense of the tone, length, organization, 
and purpose of this assignment. 



In short, your job is to use as few words as possible to provide as much information as possible about each 
source you have used, explaining its relevance to your research. To that end, perform these steps for 
writing your entries: 

1. Create your correctly formatted list of at least twenty relevant, helpful sources, both popular and 
scholarly. !is is far easier said than done; be sure to allow plenty of time to complete it. !en, 
create an annotation below each entry that justi"es the entry’s existence on your list. To do that, 
repeat each step below for every item on your list. 

2. Explain the type and topic of each source, plus the quali"cations of the author. 
3. Describe the research methods used for any studies. Summarize the main claims of each source. 

Include enough detail to make the annotation a useful resource for you to refer back to. Direct 
quotations of particularly useful information work in moderation; be sure to note page numbers. 

4. Critically evaluate the claims and credibility of each author. If you believe the author is biased, or if 
you think the data (or their interpretation) are $awed, explain why. 

5. Resist the urge to add $u% or "ller. It will not help your research, and nobody wants to read it. 
6. Clarify how the source is connected to your research. 

Evaluation 
Because this list of sources shows the progress you have made so far in your research and shows that you 
can select relevant and focused sources, you will primarily be evaluated on the quality of your selected 
sources. Sources that are not on-topic or that seem to be whatever you found the night before deadline 
will severely limit the thinking you can do and connections you can make as you explore your question 
or problem. You must also show your ability to read critically and succinctly summarize each source. 
Finally, your citation formatting needs to consistently follow the expectations of whichever style you are 
using. Evaluation guidelines are outlined in the table below. Use these guidelines when conducting peer 
review of others’ work. 

Score Style Summary Evaluation Relevance 
Exceptional Citations expertly 

formatted, clear, and 
meticulous 

Summaries cra!ed 
such that trends 
become evident, 
providing a sense of 
cohesion 

Author asserts authority in 
discussion, navigating 
sources based on their 
appropriateness to the 
question or problem 

Source relevance shown 
to in"uence author 
interpretation or 
thinking 

Strong Citations show clear 
understanding of 
the standards of the 
chosen style guide 

Sources summarized 
clearly, succinctly, & 
thoroughly; distinct 
contribution of each 
source evident 

Evaluation of sources 
makes clear which sources 
are rigorous and trusted 
and include clear reasons 
for that judgment 

Sources shown to be 
related to the research 
question and process; 
each source has a use and 
a purpose 

Successful Citations generally 
accurate; formatting 
is functional 

Summaries accurately 
re"ect the 
contribution of each 
source to the existing 
conversation 

Evaluation of sources is 
justi#ed w/ rationale or 
discussion of approach 
taken by each source 

States how each source 
will be used to continue 
the research process 



Attempted Citations resemble 
one standard but are 
problematic 

Existing summaries 
suggest reader fails to 
grasp the signi#cance 
of the sources 

Evaluations are shallow, 
"ippant, or baseless; 
argument presented in 
sources accepted 
uncritically 

Relevance of each source 
is claimed based on topic 
alone, rather than future 
uses 

Incomplete Citations suggest no 
understanding of 
style-guide 
expectations 

Summaries fail to 
meaningfully convey 
content of sources 

Sources presented without 
critique; author asserts no 
voice or authority within 
the conversation 

No e$ort is made to 
explain relevance of 
sources 

Framing Synthesis (Module 5 Assignment) 

Purpose 
!e combines the individual sources from your bibliography into a cohesive whole and demonstrates how 
together they shape or direct the question you are investigating. In this part of your Annotated 
Bibliography, emphasize relationships among the sources you found and their connections to the major 
issue at stake. Ultimately, this synthesis will show what you have learned through your research and what 
you suspect the "nal outcome may look like. 

Procedure 
In this analysis, you are presenting your understanding of the current state of the “conversation” you 
found while creating your annotated bibliography. Synthesize the various sources, rather than summarize 
them; you summarized in your annotations. If certain sources stand out in your mind as being more 
important than others, be sure that comes across in your synthesis. As you write, consider the following 
questions as suggestions to expand your thinking: 

• What connections did you "nd among the sources you chose? 

• Where do the disagreements come from, and who are the loudest speakers? 

• What are the main "ndings from among the contributors? 

• What have you learned that has changed or expanded the question/problem you are researching? 

• How close do these sources come to answering the question or addressing the problem? 

Note: While your synthesis can only be written a!er you create your annotations, it should appear before 
the list of sources in your "nal document. !e synthesis will probably take about 750 words to do its job 
well. 

Evaluation 
!is component of your analysis exists to show how well you can connect the sources you have found and 
relate them to the topic you are researching. Evaluation will emphasize depth and thoroughness of 
thinking, speci"cally in terms of your ability to synthesize the sources into a coherent conversation. 
Speci"c details regarding evaluation appear below. 



Score Depth Synthesis Relevance 
Exceptional Author shows understanding of 

topic beyond sources’ #ndings, 
drawing conclusions from 
gathered information 

Author  naturally & "uently 
integrates disagreeing sources 
into one explanation, asserting 
complete perspective 

Author shows how sources 
collectively contribute to current 
and developing thinking on the 
chosen topic 

Strong Competent & deliberate 
thinking on problem/question 

Author identi#es reasons behind 
di$ering perspectives of sources 

Sources shown to speak 
cohesively and directly to 
research topic 

Successful Problem/question clearly 
de#ned, with limited additional 
discussion 

Author identi#es connections 
among various and di$ering 
sources 

Author explains how sources 
relate to topic being researched 

Attempted Topic addressed as an outsider 
or only at surface level 

Author identi#es di$erences in 
sources without connecting 
them 

Sources are shown to be related 
to the same subject/topic 

Incomplete Author uncomfortable or 
unfamiliar with research topic 

Author reports on sources as 
independent, isolated texts 

Sources treated without clear 
connection to topic 

 



Author (this is your paper): Reviewer (return to author when finished): 

Peer-Review Guide: Annotated Bibliography 
Module 5 • Curiosity & Academic Inquiry • WRI 122 • Saint Leo University 

Guideline Commentary 
How many sources are in the list? Divide that 
number by 20. What % of requirement is included? 

 

Look at the length of the framing synthesis. Does it 
“feel” short, long, or just right? 

 

How professional or serious does the text appear? 
How could the visual elements be improved? (Check 
the annotations and the list of sources. Do they look 
neat, organized, and consistent?) 

 

How easily can you tell what the author's research 
question is based on the discussion? 

 

 

Guideline Commentary 
How clearly is the topic introduced? Do you 
understand what's at issue as quickly as you expect? 

 

Who is the intended audience of this document? 
How can you tell, or why are you unsure? 

 

How well can you identify the criteria used to 
choose and organize the sources? 

 

Do you know what the author hopes to do with the 
bibliography? (In other words, how clear is the 
author's purpose?) 

 

Depth	&	Progress: How well does this text 
illustrate college-level thinking about the issue 
(rather than just summarizing or repeating others' 
words)? 

 

Synthesis: How well are the sources integrated into 
one discussion, like a cocktail party? 

 

Relevance	&	Connection: How thoroughly do the 
sources address the author's research question? 

 

What would make the framing synthesis better? 
What voices are missing? 

 

 

Guideline Commentary 
Citation Style: How well do the entries match the 
specific requirements of formatting? What elements 
should the author attend to? 

 

Summary: How clearly do the annotations 
summarize each source? Do you feel like you know 
what the sources said? 

 

Evaluation: How thoroughly does the author 
evaluate the sources, questioning the reasoning or 
approaches? 

 

Relevance: Can you easily tell how each annotation 
relates to the author's research question? 

 

How balanced are the types of sources used? Are 
there enough peer-reviewed, academic sources? 
What types of voices should be added to this 
collection? (How urgent is that need?) 

 

 

Guideline Commentary 
What impressed you most about this annotated bib?  

What needs the author's attention most urgently?  
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Assignment Sheet: Stakeholder Analysis 

Module 6 • Curiosity & Academic Inquiry • WRI 122 • Saint Leo University 

Background and Purpose 
In previous assignments, you identi!ed a question you want to !nd the answer to, and you have identi!ed 
the conversation taking place around your research topic. By synthesizing what’s already known about 
the topic, you are now quali!ed to o"er recommendations to others based on available research. In this 
assignment, you will identify the stakeholder group who most needs to learn of your !ndings. In short, 
your job is to propose, a!er thorough analysis, which stakeholder group is the most appropriate 
audience for your research conclusions. 

Objectives 
• Identify the relevance of your research to various discourse communities outside this class 
• Evaluate the importance of your research !ndings to each of those groups 
• Determine potential bene!ts of reaching out to each discourse community you identify 
• Select the most-appropriate discourse community to target when sharing your !ndings 

Recommended Readings 
For this assignment, you will need to read the “Creating a Rhetorical Situation” chapter in the textbook. 
You may also want to review “Alternative Ways to Present Your Research” by Steven D. Krause, 
published in !e Process of Research Writing (2007). 

Procedure 
For this assignment, the hard work happens before you start writing—this document simply reports the 
work you do before-hand. First, do a bit of brainstorming by writing down answers to these prompts: 

1. Succinctly state what you have concluded based on your research so far in this class.  
2. What practical change needs to happen as a result of the knowledge you now have?  
3. What groups of people could take action to make that change happen? 
4. Which group would be the most e"ective to meet your goals? 



For this assignment, you will investigate the groups you named in #4 above, as they are your target 
audience: You need to !gure out how to reach them and convince them to take appropriate action. 

For this Stakeholder Analysis, you’ll be answering these questions: What conclusions have you reached 
about your chosen topic? Who needs to take action based on that knowledge? In order to answer these 
questions, you will need to do more investigation outside of class than you typically do. For instance, you 
might need to attend a school board meeting, watch a local legislative session, or learn about trade 
magazines related to your subject. 

Write an analysis (likely #500 words) in which you outline all the stakeholders you have considered for 
your research interests. $en, conduct a more focused analysis of one or two of those groups of 
stakeholders that you believe would best bene!t from your research !ndings. Consider questions such as 
these: 

• What makes each individual or group a stakeholder in this topic? 
• How are they relevant to or involved with the question you are researching? 
• What can they do in response to your !ndings/proposals/ideas? 

Evaluation 
Demonstrate your ability to analyze and strategize in this document. Show that you have thoroughly 
examined the potential stakeholders related to your research interests and the !ndings of your own data 
collection. Your task for this assignment is to propose which stakeholder group is the most 
appropriate audience for your research "ndings. Be sure to support your analysis with well-organized 
evidence, documented appropriately. See the table below for detailed evaluation criteria. 

Score Analysis 

Exceptional Review of potential stakeholders shows thorough understanding of research situation; 
strategy behind selection made clear 

Strong Con!dently navigates possible stakeholders; explains reason for selection; shows why 
selection is best choice 

Successful Considers multiple stakeholders; provides rationale for selection; connects 
stakeholders to research 

Attempted States outcome of decision without rationale or conviction 

Incomplete Omits or oversimpli!es options; fails to place results in context 

 

 



Author (this is your paper): Reviewer (return to author when finished): 

Peer-Review Guide: Stakeholder Analysis 
Module 6 • Curiosity & Academic Inquiry • WRI 122 • Saint Leo University 

Guideline Commentary 
How many potential stakeholders are considered? 
What does that number suggest? Too many/few? 

 

Look at the length of the analysis. Does it “feel” 
short, long, or just right? 

 

How professional, serious, or polished does the 
text appear? How could the visual elements be im-
proved? 

 

Does the document function like a report or dis-
cussion (which is good), or is it more like a list of 
answers to handout questions (which is bad)? 

 

 
Guideline Commentary 
How well does the author explain why each of the 
potential groups quali!es as a stakeholder?  

 

How clearly does the author connect each group to 
the research question/topic? 

 

How well does the author show how each stake-
holder group could respond to the research !ndings? 

 

How clearly is the selected group introduced? Is the 
group named? 

 

 
Guideline Commentary 
How con!dently does the author navigate the 
collection and selection of stakeholders? 

 

How clearly does the author explain the ra-
tionale for selecting stakeholders? 

 

How well do you understand the nature of the 
research project based on the positioning of 
the stakeholders? 

 

 
Guideline Commentary 

What impressed you most about this annotated bib?  

What needs the author's attention most urgently?  
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Assignment Sheet: Genre Analysis 

Module 6 • Curiosity & Academic Inquiry • WRI 122 • Saint Leo University 

Background and Purpose 
In your Stakeholder Analysis, you determined the best audience for your research conclusions. How do 
those people gather information before making decisions or taking action? In this assignment, you’re 
going to identify potential avenues of sharing your knowledge with the group you chose, and you’ll use 
your rhetorical-analysis skills to learn about their texts. In short, your job is to propose, a!er thorough 
analysis, which genre is most appropriate for sharing your research conclusions with the stakeholder 
group you identi!ed in the previous assignment. 

Recommended Readings 
For this assignment, you will need to read the “Creating a Rhetorical Situation” chapter in the textbook. 
You may also want to review “Alternative Ways to Present Your Research” by Steven D. Krause, pub-
lished in !e Process of Research Writing (2007). 

Procedure 
Start by thinking about the stakeholder group you identi!ed in your previous assignment. What texts do 
they use when deciding what action to take? What sources in"uence their thinking and actions? In order 
to answer these questions, you will need to do some investigation. For instance, you might need to inter-
view a member of your chosen discourse community, attend a meeting, or read a detailed prospectus. 

In brief, you need to accomplish these tasks before you can write this proposal: 

1. Determine the “genre sets” used by your selected stakeholders. What texts are shared within this dis-
course community? 

2. Select the one genre that seems most appropriate for in"uencing the stakeholders’ decisions. 
For instance, if you want your favorite !lm franchise to take a di#erent approach with the next sequel, 
you could conceivably write a !lm review discussing why the previous !lm didn’t work. But studio 
executives won’t read your review. Perhaps they read market analyses of theatergoers each week, or 
sneak-preview exit surveys, or showrunner analytic reports. You need to !nd out what in"uences your 
stakeholders, which might involve asking them directly. 



3. Collect three samples of that one selected genre. You might visit this stakeholder group. (Remem-
ber: Collect three separate samples of one genre, not three di#erent genres. Analytic reports from a 
showrunner for three recent movies, for instance, would work for the previous example.)  

4. Analyze the characteristics of the samples you collected. Determine what you need to know to be 
able to competently use that genre to get your stakeholders to take action. 

5. Explain how you can use that genre to in"uence your selected stakeholder group. Refer back to 
the document you wrote in Module 5 of WRI 121 for an example of this kind of analysis. $is time, 
you’ll want to focus attention on these questions: 

• What texts do these stakeholders routinely read and write? Where do they get their information? 
• What information do they !nd convincing when making a decision? 
• How do users of this genre negotiate authority and cite their sources? Look for references to other 

people and other sources of knowledge. How does this genre connect with others? 

$e more insight you gain from this analysis, the more con!dence and clarity you will have going into the 
next module, in which you will create an example of the genre you are analyzing. 

Potential Problem Spots 
While gathering genre samples, bear in mind accessibility and privacy limitations. If the discourse com-
munity won’t let you have access to genre samples, select a more-approachable discourse community.  Go 
back to your Stakeholder Analysis and reconsider which discourse communities you can in"uence. 

If the genre you want to use includes personal information—such as grades, medical charts, legal consul-
tation notes, etc.—you cannot invade privacy to sample the genre. Instead, look for blank forms, tem-
plates, or other examples that help people learn and make sense of the genre in question. For instance, 
look for a sample grade report, a blank medical chart, consultation notes used to train lawyers, etc. 

Evaluation 
Your task for this assignment is to propose which genre is most appropriate to share your research 
#ndings with a speci#ed audience. Be sure to support your analysis with well-organized evidence, doc-
umented appropriately. See the table below for detailed evaluation criteria. 

Score Genres Citation Styles 
Exceptional $oroughly evaluates potential implications 

& e#ectiveness of genre in context of research; 
shows clear understanding of genre sets 

Demonstrates understanding of how cita-
tion and authority negotiation re"ects 
values of the discourse community 

Successful Explores how various genres could work for 
disseminating conclusions 

Citation methods within selected genre 
are accurately identi!ed 

Incomplete Choice of genre is seen as inevitable; no justi-
!cation given 

No review of citation is included, or cita-
tion methods alleged to be irrelevant 

 



Author (this is your paper): Reviewer (return to author when finished): 

Peer-Review Guide: Genre Analysis 
Module 6 • Curiosity & Academic Inquiry • WRI 122 • Saint Leo University 

Guideline Commentary 
What genre did the author select to analyze? 

 

Look at the length of the document. Does it “feel” 
short, long, or just right? 

 

How professional, serious, or polished does the text 
appear? How could the visual elements be improved? 

 

Does the document function like a report or discus-
sion (which is good), or is it more like a list of answers 
to handout questions (which is bad)? 

 

 
Guideline Commentary 
How clearly are the features and use of the genre 
explained? 

 

How clearly does the author explain the style and 
expectations of the genre? 

 

How well does the author describe the aesthetic re-
quirements of the genre? 

 

How well does the author explain the navigation of 
authority and citation within the selected genre? 

 

How clear is the connection between authority and 
the identi!ed purpose of the genre? 

 

 
Guideline Commentary 
How e"ective would this genre be in convincing the 
stakeholders to take action related to the issue? 

 

How clearly does the author explain the implications 
of using this genre to further their research goals? 

 

How well do you understand the potential bene!ts 
of using this genre as a product of the research? 

 

How well does the author explain the role of this 
genre within the genre set? 

 

 

Guideline Commentary 

Who is the intended audience of this document? 
How can you tell, or why are you unsure? 

 

What impressed you most about this annotated bib?  

What needs the author's attention most urgently?  O
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Assignment Sheet: Public Audiences Document 

Module 7 • Curiosity & Academic Inquiry • WRI 122 • Saint Leo University 

Background and Purpose 
You’ve worked with your research topic all semester, and you’ve seen how other people think about the 
issues you’re exploring. Now that you’ve completed your research and reached a conclusion suggesting 
necessary next steps, it’s time to take your understanding to people who are directly a!ected by your work. 
"is assignment moves your writing out of the classroom—and likely out of academia entirely—into the 
“real world.” It’s time to think about changing the world…literally, albeit slowly. In the previous module, 
you identi#ed stakeholders who should take action based on your research, and you identi#ed the genre 
best suited to instigate the action needed. For this assignment, you will create a sample of the genre you 
selected that will motivate the stakeholders you selected to take the action you indicated. 

Objectives 
• See how a writer’s exigence drives their choice of genre 
• Apply your genre-analysis skills to determine the best document type for your writing goals 
• Demonstrate an understanding of a discourse community through its chosen genres 

Recommended Reading 
For this assignment, you will need to read the “Writing for Public Audiences” chapter in the textbook. 

Procedure 
A$er completing the assignments in Module 6, you have now determined the audience for your #nal 
project, identi#ed how best to reach that audience, and learned how to write appropriately for that 
discourse community in the context of your rhetorical situation. "e more insight you gained from that 
analysis, the more con#dence and clarity you will have going into this assignment. 

For this module, create a text (broadly de#ned—almost anything counts) that operates within the norms 
of the genre you selected. What you create should be able to reach your audience and convince them to 
do what you want them to do. Your genre analysis serves as a guideline for what to create here and for 
how your peer-review partners will assess its e!ectiveness and suitability. "is assignment should feel 
more “real” and less academic than anything you’ve done previously, yet it should re%ect your work, 
conclusions, and expertise just as much as your other assignments have. 



Evaluation 
Your task for this assignment is to create an appropriate document for relevant stakeholders to take 
necessary action based on your research. Your work will be assessed using the evaluation criteria presented 
below. 

Grade Genre Conformity Textual Effectiveness 
Exceptional Document can serve as an example of the 

selected genre; it is indistinguishable from 
an out-of-class sample 

Author successfully motivates relevant 
stakeholders to take necessary action, 
making that action seem sensible or 
natural. 

Strong Document reproduces the characteristics 
of the selected genre and appears 
appropriate for its discourse community 

Author convincingly motivates 
stakeholders to take desired action 

Successful Document generally resembles the 
selected genre and re%ects the norms of its 
discourse community 

Author makes the desired/necessary 
action, and the reasons for taking that 
action, clear  

Attempted Document fails to conform to the norms 
and expectations of the genre it mimics 

Necessary/desired action is identi#ed, but 
it is not su&ciently justi#ed for the 
audience 

Incomplete No e!ort is made to select or mimic an 
appropriate genre. 

Intended outcome of the document is not 
made clear, or rationale is inappropriate 
for audience 

 



Author (this is your paper): Reviewer (return to author when finished): 

Peer-Review Guide: Public Audiences Document 
Module 7 • Curiosity & Academic Inquiry • WRI 122 • Saint Leo University 

Guideline Original Genre Sample Student Author’s Work 
Title: What is the document’s title? 
How serious, playful, punny, etc. is it? 

  

Length: What’s the total word count? 
How many words per ¶? How many ¶s? 
How much do sentence/¶ lengths vary? 

  

Argument: What sorts of claims are 
made? How con!dent is the author, and 
how do they negotiate authority with 
readers and outside sources? 

  

Structure: How are ideas organized in 
the text? Look for speci!c/general 
moves, topic shi"s, claims and evidence, 
etc. 

  

Tone: Describe the language used. How 
casual or familiar is it? How professional 
or detached? Note prevalence of 
pronouns, jargon, and specialized lexis 
of the DC. 

  

Audience: Who is the intended 
audience? (#ey should be the same.) 
What assumptions does the author 
make about the values the audience 
holds? 

  

Purpose: What does each author want 
the intended audience to think, do, feel, 
and/or believe? How similar in scope or 
aspiration are their goals? 

  

 

Guideline Commentary 
Compare the documents’ central claims or theses. 
Does the student author present a conclusion the 
same way the model author did? What di$erences 
stand out? 

 

What impressed you most about this document? 
 

What needs the author’s attention most urgently? 
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Assignment Sheet: Portfolio Cover Letter 

Module 8 • Curiosity & Academic Inquiry • WRI 122 • Saint Leo University 

Background and Purpose 
Consider what you have learned this semester, both explicitly through your reading and intrinsically 
through your work. Be sure to think about the research process and the types of writing it involves. What 
is your current understanding of the research process? How well did you do with the outcomes of the 
course? What have you learned this semester, even if it wasn’t expected (by you or your instructor)? 

Step back from your assignments and look at the “big picture” of the course. Review the Course Syllabus 
to recall how your assignments were designed to !t together. "en, write a letter to your instructor 
asserting how well you achieved the course outcomes. "e letter format a#ords more casual language 
than a traditional essay, but it constrains you to a smaller number of pages. Consider what you think is 
worth emphasizing about your experiences this term. 

Objectives 
• Clarify and synthesize what you learned in this class 
• Support a claim about your own performance using evidence from your own writing 
• Illustrate your understanding of the course outcomes 
• Create a document that helps readers navigate a portfolio of work 

Recommended Reading 
For this assignment, you will need to read the “Building a Portfolio” chapter in the textbook. 

Procedure 
1. Brainstorm 

Review the course outcomes listed on the syllabus. Which of the outcomes have you accomplished 
this semester? What did you do this semester that proves you met those goals? 

2. Organize 
Find speci!c examples of each course outcome in the material you have created for this class. 

3. Write 
Dra$ a letter that explains how you met the outcomes and refers to the examples you came up with. 
"is letter will be read by your instructor and possibly by a program assessment committee from the 



English department. In other words, your audience is familiar with the expectations and terminol-
ogy used in Academic Writing II at Saint Leo. You should refer to the expectations and use the ter-
minology, rather than taking time to de!ne them. 

4. Revise 
Double-check your document organization and goals. Make sure you address each outcome and 
support yourself with speci!c, convincing evidence. If you claimed that this course or your instruc-
tor has completely changed your life or single-handedly made you the best writer on earth, please 
revise. "is document is not designed to in%ate your instructor’s ego or earn you an A. Instead, it 
exists to point out evidence that you’ve achieved the course’s goals. Stay focused. 

5. Compile 
Assemble all the supporting material to prove your case. At a minimum, you should include revised 
versions of the three major assignments you have already completed (Proposal, Annotated Bibliog-
raphy, Public Audiences Document). If any minor assignments or other material help illustrates 
you achieved the course outcomes, include them, as well. 

6. Include 
"is Cover Letter is part of your Final Portfolio. Include it as a form of cover sheet, then add the 
material you compiled in the previous step. 

7. Relax 
Smile, knowing there’s nothing else you have to write for this class. 

Evaluation 
Your task for this assignment is to write a letter to your instructor asserting how you have met the out-
comes of this course. Take a broad view of the content and goals of the course. If you are able to address 
the course outcomes and support that claim with evidence from your writing, you will have done your 
job. Your work will be assessed using the evaluation criteria presented below. 

Grade Outcomes Research 

Exceptional Connects outcomes to growth as a writer and 
progress in class with applications elsewhere 

Evaluates how research connects with 
writing abilities or academic progress 

Strong Shows how course outcomes have application 
beyond this class 

Shows how research done for class 
satis!ed, and was driven by, curiosity 

Successful Demonstrates achievement of course out-
comes through speci!c written samples 

Illustrates understanding of research 
process as one of genuine inquiry 

Attempted Lists (and possibly explains) outcomes, insuf-
!cient evidence of their achievement 

Identi!es curiosity as driving force 
behind research but does not demo 

Incomplete Fails to address course outcomes; is narrative, 
rather than persuasive, in nature 

Omits discussion of generalized, curi-
osity-driven research process 



Planning Sheet: Portfolio Cover Letter 

Module 8 • Curiosity & Academic Inquiry • WRI 122 • Saint Leo University 

Outcome Your Paraphrase Sample Essay Quote How Quote Shows Outcome 

Articulate speci!c, arguable research 
questions, using appropriate materials 
considering the information cycle and 
evaluating how that cycle in"uences 
the credibility of sources. 

   

Analyze how scholars and public !g-
ures express con!dence when they at-
tempt to answer a question with a 
speculative best guess. #is will re-
quire you to assess di$erent points of 
view, assumptions, and/or arguments. 

   

Create an annotated bibliography fol-
lowing the guidelines of a speci!c ci-
tation system (like MLA, APA, etc.) 
and using the research-support re-
sources o$ered by the university, such 
as the library’s reference sta$ (availa-
ble for all students), the CAVE (on 
campus), and/or the Florida Elec-
tronic Library’s Ask a Librarian ser-
vice (online). Use both print and elec-
tronic resources for knowledge 
discovery, retrieval, and creation. 

   



Outcome Your Paraphrase Sample Essay Quote How Quote Shows Outcome 
Synthesize a variety of sources to ex-
amine and interpret the broader 
scholarly view of a topic. #is will help 
you better interpret texts for intended 
and unintended meaning. 

   

Explain the purpose behind various 
citation practices and how each one 
re"ects the priorities of a speci!c au-
dience. Use that understanding to 
document and integrate sources in a 
variety of writing situations. #is will 
show your ability to use appropriate 
formatting when communicating. 

   

Reach conclusions that balance your 
thinking with ideas from others who 
have studied similar topics. #rough 
researching, you will support deci-
sions using rigorous arguments based 
on criteria and evidence. 

   

Document the collaborative, un-
scripted, recursive process of your 
own learning, which is di$erent from 
a process of !nding predetermined 
correct answers to straightforward 
questions. 

   

 



Author (this is your paper): Reviewer (return to author when finished): 

Peer-Review Guide: Portfolio Cover Letter 
Module 8 • Curiosity & Academic Inquiry • WRI 122 • Saint Leo University 

 
Examples Commentary 
 For each outcome, assess how deliberately the outcome was addressed: How many 

examples were provided? How convinced are you that the author met the outcome? 

Articulate speci!c, arguable research 
questions  

Attempt to answer a question with a 
speculative best guess  

Use both print and electronic 
resources for knowledge discovery, 
retrieval, and creation 

 

Synthesize a variety of sources; 
examine broad scholarly view of topic  

Explain how citation systems re"ect 
the priorities of a discipline  

Reach conclusions that balance your 
thinking with ideas from others  

Document collaborative, unscripted, 
recursive process of your learning  

 

Discuss the details: How appropriate is the grammar? 
How professional/readable is the formatting? 

 

What impressed you most about this paper?  
What needs the author’s attention most urgently?  

How audience-appropriate is the letter? 
 

How well are the author’s exigence and purpose described? 
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